
Priceless Baby 1701 

Chapter 1701: Everything Still Looked The Same 

At night, the two children were like little birds nested under Jing Xi's arms. There was one on either side 

and both of them wanted to listen to her tell a story. 

Whenever the story talked about something that was related to dads, Little Apple would ask his mother, 

“Mom, when will dad come back?” 

The child was still waiting for daddy Heiniu to return. He still hadn't forgotten him. Jing Xi told him, 

“Daddy went to travel around the world. He will come back once he visits every country. You need to 

know that although you don't have daddy Heiniu right now, you still have your king daddy. The king is 

your real dad, and this is your real home.” 

Little Apple knew all of this. However, he still hoped to go back to his previous house. He liked how it 

was when he lived with daddy Heiniu. 

After Jing Xi hadn't heard the children's voice for a long time, she said, “Okay, it is time for you two to 

sleep.” 

No one answered her so she lowered her head to look. It turned out the two fellas had already fallen 

asleep. Perhaps it was because they had too much fun in the day and tired themselves from playing. 

Little Grape was usually full of energy but he entered his dreamland very early tonight. 

Jing Xi covered them with blankets and also closed her eyes to sleep. 

The next morning, Jing Xi turned the children over to Auntie Lan and then went to the company. 

Since Scar was released, she had already finished recording a second song. She came today to prepare 

for her third song after she joined Kaidi. 

The company had already prepared a stylist and makeup artist for her. They wanted to create a new 

appearance and have a photoshoot. 

The makeup artist welcomed her enthusiastically when she arrived in the makeup room. She led her in 

front of the makeup vanity and started to put on her makeup. 

After the makeup was done, the stylist came to comb her hair and shape her appearance. 

She was dressed up from head to toe. In the end, she was dressed up so much that she couldn't even 

recognize herself. 

Although she was still very ugly, there was ample boldness and vigor to her ugliness. 

Jing Xi didn't know why but when she was facing the camera, she was able to get the rhythm of it very 

easily. She didn't even need the photographer to direct her to be able to pose the way he wanted her to. 

While she was working with the photographer, unbeknownst to her, the comb she had used many times 

before had already been sent to the president's office. 



The comb was in an individual transparent bag and the makeup artist handed it over to Huo Sanyan. 

“President Huo, this is Jin Xiaoxi's hair you wanted. The comb is new and she was the only one who used 

it.” 

“Okay, very good.” 

Huo Sanyan held it in her hand and looked at the soft hair on the comb. The corners of her mouth 

moved up and a satisfied smile appeared. 

She would be able to identify her once she got some of Little Grape's hair or fingernails later. 

After Jing Xi finished the photoshoot, she then went to have two training sessions that the company had 

arranged. She left Kaidi once that finished. 

She didn't return straight to the palace. Instead, she went to her rental house. She still carried a sliver of 

hope that when she returned, Heiniu would still be at home, not having gone anywhere. 

She arrived at the rental house, opened the door, and everything still looked the same. 

Unfortunately, after she went around the house, she didn't see any signs that Heiniu had returned. He 

had really left. He left without saying goodbye. 

Perhaps that was best! Jing Xi had positive feelings towards Heiniu. Although they didn't become a real 

married couple, she still felt the life she had with him was very happy. 

Now that he had left, she missed him very much like Little Niuniu. She didn't know when he would 

return, if he would return. 

Jing Xi only returned to the palace after staying in the small house for a while. 

She needed to start packing things for the princes and princess because they were about to go to Estan 

with the king. 

Jing Xi would also be going with them this time. The main reason she was going was that she was afraid 

Little Apple might not be used to being away from her. 

Chapter 1702: Coincidence 

 

Estan and the Dragon Kingdom were only separated by land. They went to Estan by car instead of flying. 

Since they could enjoy the view along the way, the two little princes were excited while Ying Bao 

remained quiet. 

The truth was that the closer they got to Estan, the more Ying Bao and Huo Yunshen felt hurt. 

No one could understand how depressed Huo Yunshen was at that moment. 

Estan had too many memories of him and Jing Xi and it hurt him to return. 

Before long, the car arrived at the President's mansion. 

Helian Wei and Jing Ruyue were already waiting for them outside the mansion. 



The moment Little Grape saw his grandparents, he ran to them like a little bird. 

“Grandpa! Grandma!” Little Grape greeted as he ran into Jing Ruyue's arms. 

Jing Ruyue picked him up and took a good look at the healthy little boy. 

She then turned to look for Little Apple. The moment she and Helian Wei learned that Little Apple was 

still alive and had been found, they immediately booked a ticket to the Dragon Kingdom, not expecting 

that Huo Yunshen would come and visit instead. 

Helian Wei and Jing Ruyue saw Huo Yunshen holding the hand of another little boy. 

They found it weird, as the little boy looked familiar. 

“Dad, Mom, this is Little Apple,” Huo Yusnhen said. “Do you still remember him?” 

“Yes… Yes, I do,” Jing Ruyue replied with tears in her eyes. “Who would've thought that the little boy in 

the hospital room would be our grandson. Come, let me have a good look at you.” 

Little Apple had already met Jing Ruyue and Helian Wei back at the hospital and knew that they were 

Little Grape's grandparents. Since he knew them, he wasn't that afraid of them. 

“His eyebrows are just like Yanyan's! Why didn't we noticed it? Oh, forgive me…” 

Jing Ruyue hugged the little boy as he reminded her of her daughter. 

They then went back into the mansion. 

But Ying Bao was still standing by the door and Jing Ruyue noticed it. 

“Cherry, what's wrong? Are you not happy to see us?” 

“No, I am happy,” Ying Bao replied without a smile on her face. 

“Come on, I've prepared a lot of food for you.” 

Jing Ruyue's heart was broken to see the girl in her state. She was the oldest and knew what had really 

happened to her mother. 

Jing Ruyue really hoped that the girl could recover soon, back to when she was a happy angel. 

Jing Xi was the last to enter the mansion. 

Even though it was her first time there, she had a weird feeling that she had been there before. 

 

 

Helian Qingyu came and greeted them shortly after. He was really surprised to see Little Apple. He never 

thought the little boy he'd met coincidently before returning to Estan would be his nephew. 

“Do you know who I am?” Helian Qingyu asked Little Apple. 

“If you're Little Grape's uncle, then you're my uncle too.” 



“Correct! Here, I'll give you a present.” 

Chapter 1703: There Were New Discoveries 

Helian Qingyu asked someone to bring the presents he'd prepared for the children. Little Apple received 

a big gift box but he didn't know if he could take it. He turned to look at his mother. 

He only accepted it when he saw his mom nod. He said, “Thank you.” 

The mischievous Little Grape saw that his big brother had received a gift. He put his hands behind his 

back and very unhappily asked his uncle, “Uncle, Brother Niuniu has a present but why don't I have one? 

Could it be you aren't my real uncle?” 

Oh my gosh! 

Helian Qingyu didn't know if he should laugh or cry and lifted Little Grape up. He dotted him on his little 

nose and said, “I realized something: your sister was the happy beans in the past, but now it is you who 

are the happy beans. Do you want uncle to die from laughter?” 

Helian Qingyu would, of course, prepare presents for all of the children. He ordered all the gifts to be 

brought out right now and Little Grape stopped whining after he received a present. 

Ying Bao also received a present. It was a beautiful doll. Although she had already passed the age where 

she played with dolls, since it was given to her by her uncle, she still thanked him. 

The children were playing with their parents when Helian Qingyu came to Huo Yunshen and said, 

“Brother, you came at just the right time, I have something to say to you.” 

The two men went away to the study. After they were inside, Huo Yunshen asked, “What is it?” 

Helian Qingyu answered as things were. “Brother, I haven't told you about when I was building the 

hydroelectric power plant at the canyon. This project was started about half a year ago. The water was 

only successfully choked two days ago. However, do you know what we discovered?” 

“Discovered… Jing Xi?” 

Huo Yunshen thought of the worst possibility. If the water was choked, did it mean they found Jing Xi 

remains at the bottom? 

“No, no… that's not it! Don't get stirred up. Let me explain slowly.” 

Helian Qingyu then told him everything that was discovered at the bottom of the canyon. 

It turned out that the entire lower part of the canyon could only be seen once the water was choked. 

The geological surveyors discovered a huge tunnel at the bottom. And this tunnel was like a secret 

passageway. 

According to historical records and speculation, that area had been a small country thousands of years 

ago. The tunnels could be one of the country's secret passageways. 

When water passed through, it would create a huge undercurrent and the entire passageway would be 

filled with water. 



That's why Helian Qingyu speculated that the reason why Little Apple and Mo Yutian didn't die after 

they fell off the canyon and why they couldn't be found by dredging at the bottom was because they 

might've been swept into the secret passageway and washed up at another entrance. 

That might also be the reason why they couldn't find Jing Xi. 

Could it be that Jing Xi was also swept into the tunnel and washed up somewhere else? 

After Huo Yunshen heard this analysis, he immediately said excitedly, “Bring me there to take a look! I 

want to go see it now!” 

“Okay.” 

At the top of the canyon. 

This was the place where his nightmares began. If it weren't for Helian Qingyu telling him about this, 

Huo Yunshen wouldn't have had the courage to come here for the rest of his life. 

This was the place that had swallowed his lover, swallowed Jing Xi. 

His heart would ache and shatter into pieces whenever he thought about this place. 

Standing at the top of the canyon, they could see the bottom was dry after the water was successfully 

choked. However, there were still some pools of water where the ground sunk in. 

They needed to go down if they wished to see the full view. 

Huo Yunshen went down with Helian Qingyu along with a group of people. 

They arrived at the bottom where there were jagged rocks of grotesque shapes. Helian Qingyu said to 

Huo Yunshen, “Brother, look at the pond at the font. That is the entrance to the secret passageway.” 

Chapter 1704: A Faint Hope 

 

Huo Yunshen looked towards the canyon and briefly calculated the drop distance. If he was right, there 

was a high possibility that people could be swept through the secret passage. 

It was as if hope had returned to Huo Yunshen. 

“If Mo Yutian and Little Apple are still alive, that means Jing Xi could be too. No! She has to be still 

alive!” Huo Yunshen said. 

“Do you know which island Mo Yutian lived on? Jing Xi might've been taken to the same place too,” 

Helian Qingyu guessed. 

“You're right! I've already sent someone to look through all the islands. Now, we have to focus on the 

island that Mo Yutian and Little Apple lived on.” 

Huo Yunshen's mood got better after returning. A faint hope began to appear in his heart. 

After returning to the mansion, Helian Qingyu immediately arranged a group to go and search for Jing Xi. 



The Star Country was closer to Estan than the Dragon Kingdom. 

They could only hope that good news would return soon. 

A feast was set up in the mansion to welcome its guests. 

After having lunch, Huo Yunshen took the kids to meet with Su Wanqin. 

All except for Ying Bao left, as she remained at the mansion with Helian Wei and Jing Ruyue. 

Su Wanqin was staying alone at Yunjing Manor. She was keeping the place safe for her children. 

When Su Wanqin learned that both Mo Yutian and Little Apple had passed away three years ago, it left a 

scar in her heart. 

Huo Yunshen wanted to bring his mother to the Dragon Kingdom to live with him but the old lady 

refused. 

She wanted to wait for Mo Yutian to return. 

Unable to persuade his mother, Huo Yunshen could only hire a few people to take care of her. 

Huo Yunshen finally set foot in Yunjing Manor after three years. 

The garden had not changed. The only change was that the trees were taller. 

The car stopped next to the garden and they walked towards the manor as a family. 

Jing Xi also followed them with other servants. 

She had the same feeling she had at the President Mansion, as if she'd been there before. 

It made her curious, as she had never set foot in Estan. 

They could see an old woman standing by the door of the manor. Su Wanqin had already gotten a call 

from her son saying that he was visiting, and she asked the servant to prepare a feast. 

“Mom, I'm back,” Huo Yunshen greeted as the two little boys stood beside him. 

“So, is this Little Apple?” 

Su Wanqin looked at Little Apple, who had managed to survive all the hardships. 

“Yes. Hanhan, this is your grandma,” Huo Yunshen said. 

“Grandma,” Little Apple greeted. 

 

 

“Good, good!” Su Wanqin cried. “What a poor little kid.” 

She pulled both Little Apple and Little Grape close and hugged them. 

After a moment of silence, Su Wanqin raised her head and asked, “Where's Xiao'er? Is he here?” 



She was really happy to hear that her son was still alive too. She would sometimes cry and laugh alone in 

the manor as if she had gone mad from hearing the good news. 

Chapter 1705: Started To Disturb Her Again 

“Mom, Long Xiao said he would come to visit you when he is free.” 

Huo Yunshen had already told Mo Yutian in advance that their mother was in Estan. However, he still 

hadn't come even now. Huo Yunshen had no choice but to temporarily placate her. 

“Okay. I will wait. I will wait for his return.” 

Su Wanqin wiped away her tears and led them inside. 

Complicated feelings arose in Huo Yunshen's heart after he returned to Jing Xi's home. If Jing Xi could 

also return, their family would be able to have a reunion. 

Right now, Jing Xi and the bodyguards were waiting outside. 

Jing Xi saw the beautiful garden and couldn't help but want to look around, so she walked towards it. 

All the views were beautiful. The only things she felt were comfort and familiarity when she looked at 

this environment. 

While standing there, a pain started to emerge for some strange reason. She couldn't explain what kind 

of feeling this was. 

She looked at the shade under the leafy trees and images started flashing in her head. It was as if she 

saw a snowball rolling through the grass. 

She came to the garden's playground and touched the slide. Unexpectedly, the sounds of children's 

laughter rang out. 

She suddenly got up and turned around. However, there was no one around her. 

Who was laughing? 

She definitely must've imagined it! 

She lifted her head and looked at the entire garden. Some fragmented memories started emerging in 

her head. They were chaotic and unclear and caused her head to start hurting. 

Jing Xi was brought to her knees by the pain and she held her head. 

Who was she? 

Where was she from? 

These questions started to disturb her again. 

They didn't stay at Yunjing Villa for long. Huo Yunshen brought the children to visit the Jing family in the 

afternoon. 

Jing Zhannan was currently settled down in Estan and was living with father Jing Huaduo. 



Jing Zhannan would usually be at the JS headquarters and Jing Huaduo would be at the medical center. 

However, after they were notified, they returned home and waited at home today for the children to 

arrive. 

They hadn't seen each other for a long time but everyone still looked the same. It was just that Jing 

Huaduo had more white hair than before. However, his mind was still as sharp as always. 

“Yunshen, I heard your child was found. Your uncle and I are both very happy.” 

Jing Huaduo greeted him and looked at the two children. The children were twins but one of them 

looked like the father and the other looked like the mother. “I know this is Little Grape. Does that mean 

this is Little Apple? Let your grandfather take a good look.” 

Little Apple was still able to accept his grandfather and grandmother. But now that his great grandfather 

appeared, Little Apple was completely dumbfounded. He didn't know how he was related to him. 

However, all the adults were very friendly and he was also very sensible. If someone asked him to greet 

them he would do so. All the adults quite liked him. Both great grandfather and great uncle gave him big 

red packets! 

After that, the second sister, Huo Erqi, also rushed back in the afternoon after she received the news. 

Gu Yici also came with her. The two of them were lovers and were in a relationship. 

Huo Erqi saw her long lost grandson and became so moved that she hugged and kissed him repeatedly. 

Gu Yici also quite liked these two children. The love for the house extended even to the crows perching 

on its roof. With that attitude, he also treated them as his own grandchildren. 

They ate dinner at the Jing family home and they prepared to go back to the presidential office building 

after the meal. 

Just before they left, Huo Erqi gave Huo Yunshen a small velvet box. Huo Yunshen opened it. When he 

caught a glimpse of it, he was in shock! 

Unexpectedly, inside the ring box was the cloud ring he gave to Jing Xi in the past. 

“Sister, what is going on? Why is this ring here with you?” 

Huo Yunshen couldn't describe how shocked he was. What did seeing Jing Xi's things again mean? 

Chapter 1706: An Important Clue 

 

It was the ring that Jing Xi had been wearing when she fell off the cliff. Huo Yunshen thought that if the 

ring was found, it would mean that Jing Xi was still alive. 

“Did she come and see you?” Huo Yunshen asked as he grabbed Huo Erqi's hand. 

“Calm down and listen!” Huo Erqi scolded. “We got this ring from one of my shops. The manager there 

told me that someone pawned the ring to them. You should follow the lead and see if you can find Jing 

Xi or not. I believe Jing Xi is still alive.” 



Huo Yunshen took the photo with tears in his eyes. The news from his sister was like a warm fire in a 

cold winter. 

He was sure that Jing Xi was still alive after seeing the ring. 

“Thank you, sis, thank you so much!” Huo Yunshen cried. 

“You don't have to thank me. Hurry up and get her back, will you? I miss her too.” 

“I will!” 

Huo Yunshen's heart was filled with hope again. It was as if his lover was calling out to him. 

He then left with the kids. 

He felt really light on his way back, as if the thing that had been weighing him down had grown a pair of 

wings and flown away. 

Jing Xi was also in the car with them. She would only need to raise her head to see what the king was 

doing. 

She noticed that the king was in a happy mood, as a smile was appearing on his face from time to time. 

She wondered what it was that had changed the king's mood. 

Huo Yunshen was eager to share the news with Ye Xun. He was holding the ring in his hand tightly as he 

called Ye Xun with his other hand. 

“Ye Xun!” Huo Yunshen exclaimed the moment the call went through. “Jing Xi is still alive!” 

Ye Xun had just gotten back home. He didn't even have the chance to greet Huo Sanyan and he got the 

call from Huo Yunshen. 

“What? Did you found her?” 

“No, not yet! But my sister gave me a ring. It was the ring I made for Jing Xi. Now that the ring was 

found, it means that she's still alive!” 

“That's great news! Looks like it won't be long until she comes back to us.” 

“Yes, I think so too!” 

Huo Yunshen ended the call and turned to look at his children still brimming with happiness. 

 

 

Even though he did not say anything to them, he was telling them with his eyes that they could meet 

their mother soon. 

It was the first time Jing XI had seen Huo Yunshen so alive. 

She faintly heard from Huo Yunshen's phone call that they had good news about the queen. 

And she was happy for them, as the children could finally meet their mother. 



Chapter 1707: A Very Good Chance 

However, when she thought about how she was pregnant with the king's child, how could she explain it 

to the queen if she came back? 

It was all because Yao Zheng had jeopardized her. Otherwise, those kinds of things wouldn't have 

happened between her and the king. She also wouldn't have accidentally been made to carry this child. 

There was currently no way to abort the baby. However, Jing Xi really didn't want to become a 

stumbling block to their happiness. 

She thought about it and decided that leaving the palace would be better and was the only choice. 

She would go talk to the king about this once there was time. She would ask him to let her leave the 

palace and move elsewhere. 

When that time came, she wouldn't let the queen know she was pregnant and she wouldn't come to the 

palace to disturb their lives. 

The car convoy arrived at the presidential office building. Jing Ruyue and Helian Wei initially wanted 

them to stay for the night and for the children to stay there for two more days. However, Huo Yunshen 

couldn't wait. He took Ying Bao and then went back to the Triumph Palace, traveling overnight. 

After he arrived at the palace, he immediately asked Yin Feng to personally lead a group of people to 

look for clues by using the information and pictures Huo Erqi had provided. 

When Ye Xun received Huo Yunshen's phone call, he immediately shared this good news with Huo 

Sanyan. 

Huo Sanyan couldn't contain her excitement when she heard him. “Is that true? That is wonderful!” 

“Yes, have you done the test on your side?” Ye Xun asked her about how their plan was going. 

“I already have Jin Xiaoxi's hair. I will go to the palace today to get the children's hair. After that, I will go 

to the lab to get the test done.” 

Huo Sanyan thought there would definitely be a much higher chance of finding Jing Xi if they took 

different actions at the same time. 

Even if Jin Xiaoxi wasn't Jing Xi, she believed her brother would also be able to find Jing Xi in the end by 

using that ring as a clue. 

The next day, Huo Sanyan came to the Triumph Palace again. She first went to look for Huo Yunshen to 

personally take a look at the ring. She listened to him talk about it and she felt there was a very good 

chance they could find Jing Xi. 

After she chatted with him for a while, Huo Sanyan went to see the two little fellas again. 

Huo Sanyan saw Little Grape very often so she was closer to him. She called that little fella over. “Little 

Grape, come here over to your aunt!” 

“What is it?” Little Grape was playing and didn't want to go over. 



“You little rascal. Can't you come over when your aunt calls you over? I will give you some tasty treats if 

you come!” Huo Sanyan tried to coax him. 

“I don't want to eat. You eat it yourself!” 

Sigh. Huo Sanyan realized this fella was extremely rebellious. It really wasn't easy to persuade him. 

“You little fella, can't you even let your aunt hug you?” 

Since the child didn't come over, Huo Sanyan went over herself. After she hugged the child, she touched 

his head, wanting to pluck a few hairs. Unfortunately, the little fella hated it the most when people 

touched his head. He struggled free and then ran away again. 

Not only did Little Grape run away, but he also dragged Little Apple away as well. The two children ran 

to the garden playground to play. 

Huo Sanyan gave a slight sigh. It seemed it would be quite difficult to pluck a few hairs during the day. 

What should she do now? 

Huo Sanyan put her hand to her chin for a while and thought of a good plan. She would go straight to 

the child's room and look in the bed to see if she could find some of the child's fallen hair. 

Unfortunately, the bedsheet and quilts in Little Grape's room had been changed. It was so clean inside 

there wasn't even a speck of dust. According to the maid, Little Grape never slept here at night. 

“Then where does he sleep?” 

“In the opposite room, in the older prince's room,” the maid answered. 

Huo Sanyan then went to the opposite room. She found it was also very clean inside. She couldn't even 

find dust inside, much less any hair. 

Chapter 1708: Found Something 

 

Without any choices left, Huo Sanyan went to ask Huo Yunshen for the kids' fetal hair. 

“Why do you need it?” Huo Yunshen asked. 

“My friend wants to see how other people keep their children's fetal hair,” Huo Sanyan laughed wryly. 

“All right, one minute,” Huo Yunshen said and led Huo Sanyan to the golden room where he kept 

everything that he treasured. 

He then came back with a box and handed it to Huo Sanyan. 

Huo Sanyan opened it and found the hair embedded into a heart-shaped crystal. 

“Thank you! I'll be borrowing it for a week or so.” 

“Okay.” Huo Yunshen nodded. 

With the thing she was looking for in her hand, Huo Sanyan left with a wide grin on her face. 



She then quickly drove to the largest paternity testing center in Mo City and handed them the two 

samples she had. It would take a week for the results to come out. 

Seven days. Thinking about it excited Huo Sanyan a lot. 

Huo Yunshen had his people look for every island but they all came back empty-handed. 

It wasn't until Yin Feng followed the origin of the ring that they finally found something. 

But following the ring wasn't an easy feat either. 

They first found the person who had sold the ring. He was a collector from Estan. 

According to the collector, he was in the Star Kingdom on vacation when he found the ring at a local 

market. 

He found the design interesting and bought it since the people of the Star Kingdom believed that deities 

resided in jewelry. 

Yet on the first day after he bought the ring, he was in an accident and ended up in the hospital for two 

weeks. 

Then his wife and daughter died shortly after. 

He couldn't find the reason for his recent unfortunate events until he thought of the ring. He suspected 

the ring was cursed and quickly sold it to Baodilan. 

Baodilan was the only company big enough to sell the ring to other countries. The collector did not want 

the ring to bring more bad luck to people in Estan. 

Yin Feng then went to the Star Kingdom to meet the seller at the local market where the collector had 

bought it. 

 

 

The seller recalled that he got the ring from a gambler. The gambler's name was Jin Tiao and he sold the 

ring for only a few hundred dollars. 

Yin Feng then went to look for Jin Tiao but realized that his house was abandoned. 

After asking around, Yin Feng learned that Jin Tiao and his family had moved to the Dragon Kingdom. 

Yin Feng quickly returned to the Dragon Kingdom and found out where Jin Tiao was living through the 

national registry. 

Chapter 1709: This Emotional Moment Had Finally Arrived 

Jin Tiao was not home at that time. They only found out he went to the casino when they asked his 

family. 

Yin Feng and the others found Jin Tiao at the casino where he was gambling. When they entered, the 

gamblers thought they were there to arrest people and all fled. 



Yin Feng caught Jin Tiao and showed him the picture of the ring. He asked, “Do you know where this ring 

came from?” 

“Don't arrest me! I will talk… I'll talk! The ring is my sister's! I stole and sold it!” 

Jin Tiao spoke honestly. Yin Feng finally had a target now. They then went back to the Jin family again to 

find Jin Tiao's sister. 

After that, it turned out the person who came out was Jin Hua. 

As Jin Hua had gotten plastic surgery, her silhouette was somewhat similar to Jing Xi's. That's why Yin 

Feng thought she was the king's first wife when he saw her. 

Jin Hua became unbelievably excited when she learned these people were here to look for the queen. 

She knew getting plastic surgery wasn't a waste. Look what was happening now? The people from the 

royal family really did come looking for her. 

“Do you remember what your original name was?” Yin Feng asked a few questions first. 

“Jing Xi. That is my original name.” 

Jin Hua changed her name when she had plastic surgery. She even asked her mother to help her give 

false testimony. “If you don't believe me, you can ask my mom if I changed my name later.” 

“Yes, yes, yes. We gave her the name Jin Hua after we rescued her from the sea and used it until now.” 

Ge Juhua said this falsely. The mother and daughter had already colluded to use Jing Xi's identity to help 

them have a luxurious life at the palace. 

Yin Feng saw what they said made sense so he believed it to be true. He asked again, “Do you recognize 

this ring?” 

Yin Feng showed Jin Hua the picture of the ring. Jin Hua and her mom both looked obviously stunned 

when they saw it. Didn't this ring belong to that uggo? 

Could it be that Jin Xiaoxi was the queen they were looking for? 

Jin Hua had never associated her ugly sister with the unparalleled beauty, Jing Xi. 

But she already had no room to backtrack right now. She could only put on a brave face and 

acknowledge, “That's right, it is mine! However, I've already lost my ring.” 

“I know where it is. The ring is currently with his majesty. Please come with us back to the palace! His 

majesty is waiting for you!” 

Yin Feng basically could already verify that the woman in front of his eyes was the king's beloved wife. 

This was wonderful. The heavens would not forsake those who persevere. They finally found her. 

And so, Jin Hua was bursting with joy as she got in the royal car. Before she left, she asked her mom to 

wait at home for the good news. 

The mother and daughter worked out all their testimonials. As long as they didn't say anything, no one 

would know Jin Xiaoxi's true identity. 



News of the queen being found had already reached the palace before Yin Feng had even returned back 

to the palace. 

Huo Yunshen heard that they had found her and became so emotional that his eyes became tearful. He 

had waited so long for this and this emotional moment had finally arrived. Would he be able to see Jing 

Xi soon? 

To welcome Jing Xi's return, Huo Yunshen notified everyone in the palace to make preparations. He 

personally pushed away all of his duties for today, put on new clothes, and waited for Jing Xi's arrival. 

He waited in the palace and every second felt like torment. 

He kept pacing around in the palace, nervous sweat coming out of his hands. 

He waited until the royal car drove through the palace entrance and stopped at the palace. A servant 

ran over happily to report, “Your majesty, they are back!” 

Back! 

Jing Xi was back! 

Huo Yunshan felt as if his mind was in a stormy sea and it was hard to calm his excited heart. Both of his 

hands were shaking from nervousness. 

It was only after he took a few deep breaths consecutively that he could force himself to calm down. 

There was a light coming from the end of the long hallway and a group of people walked in. The dozens 

of royal guards led by Yin Feng all returned. 

Chapter 1710: Unacceptable 

 

A woman was following behind the guards. Since there was still quite a distance between them, Huo 

Yunshen could not see her face clearly. 

Yin Feng was the first to reach the king and reported, “My liege, I've finally found the queen.” 

Yin Feng then stood to one side, and behind him stood the woman. 

Her head was lowered, and she was wearing a long dress with her long hair covering her face. 

“Jing Xi…” Huo Yunshen tried to call out her name. 

But Jin Hua did not raise her head and ignored Huo Yunshen. Huo Yunshen then turned to look at Yin 

Feng curiously. 

Yin Feng quickly whispered into Huo Yunshen's ear, telling him that the queen might have amnesia. 

The news was like needles piercing Huo Yunshen's heart. 

Huo Yunshen had no idea how to talk to a person who had amnesia. His mind was in chaos. 

“Jing Xi… Can you raise your head?” Huo Yunshen then asked. 



Jin Hua then slowly raised her head. 

But the moment Huo Yunshen saw her face, anger filled his eyes. 

“She's not Jing Xi!” Huo Yunshen scolded. 

That one look was enough for Huo Yunshen to realize the difference. There was no way Huo Yunshen 

could ever forget the details of Jing Xi's face. 

“My liege, we learned from her that she was injured when she was saved and her face was ruined. She 

could not even remember who she was and had to get plastic surgery to fix her face,” Yin Feng quickly 

reported. 

“…” Even if that was the truth, it was still too much for Huo Yusnhen to process. 

In just a brief moment, Jin Xiaoxi's face flashed in his head. 

He was confused as he could not feel anything from Jing Xi's return. 

And he could not feel any response from Jing Xi either. 

He was having doubts that the woman in front of him was even Jing Xi. 

Huo Yunshen then took Jing Xi's ring out and asked, “Do you remember this ring?” 

Since Jin Hua was pretending to have amnesia, there was no way she could remember the ring. 

But Jin Hua did not think that much and exclaimed, “That's my ring!” 

She then took the ring and put it on her finger, and it fit perfectly, which made some of those present 

think she really was Jing Xi. 

Even though it was already almost clear to Huo Yunshen that she was a fake one, he did not reveal her 

true colors instantly. He needed to be more certain. 

He then let Jin Hua stay at the palace for the time being and planned to find the truth in the meantime. 

The best way to know if she was the real one or not was the cloud tattoo that was supposed to be on 

Jing Xi's waist. Huo Yunshen was planning to have one of the maids help Jin Hua shower and check if the 

tattoo was there or not. 

Jin Hua got to stay in one of the most luxurious rooms in the palace. She began to dream about the life 

that was waiting for her. 

Everyone in the palace had learned that the queen had returned, even Jing Xi. She also heard that the 

queen had been found with a certain Jin family. 

 

 

Since there weren't a lot of people with Jin as their last name, Jing Xi began to suspect that it was her 

sister. 

She recalled that Jin Hua had plastic surgery to make her look like the queen. 



And everyone began to mistake her for the real queen. 

If it was found out that Jin Hua was lying, she could be sentenced to death or life in prison. 

 


